Ask Sis Hlengy
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Hlengiwe Zwane is a Clinical Psychologist dealing with mental
health, family, relationship and related problems.
Tune in to hear her every Monday from 7 - 8pm on KAYA FM.
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Write to Sis Hlengy at 9 Judith Crescent, Northcliff Ext 12, Johannesburg
or email: info@izithombepublishing.co.za

HOW DO I CONNECT WITH HIS KIDS?
I have met a new man and we get on really
well, but I am struggling to connect with his
teenage children. How do I gain their trust
and get them to see that I’m not trying to take
their father away?
- Dineo, East London

I’M SO SHY AROUND GIRLS

I find it really hard to approach girls and I
don’t know where to meet them. I’ve been
told I’m good looking, but when I try to ask a
woman out I just can’t find the right words.
How can I overcome my shyness?
- Themba, email

MY BOSS IS INAPPROPRIATE

I started a new job a few months ago and my
boss always stands too close and puts his
hands on my shoulders. He asks me to work
late and so far I have managed to avoid it,
but I don’t know what to do.
- Nosipho, KZN

DO I DATE MY BEST FRIEND?

I am finding myself more and more attracted
to a girl I have been friends with since school
days. She is recently single and has been
leaning on me for moral support. How do I
find out if it is anything more without ruining
our friendship?
- Floyd, email
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Teenagers are at a developmental stage of
finding a sense of belonging. A role previously
occupied by their mom and now by you, may be
threatening. Don’t assume the role of their mom
prematurely. It’s dad’s role to introduce you and
involve you. In time they may learn to know you
and love you as he does.

Believe in yourself. Being confident is about
highlighting strengths. Talk about what you’re
good at to break the ice when you meet a
woman. Finding out what she is interested in
is also a good start. You’re more likely to meet
women with similar interests at places you like
too. Seek professional help if your shyness does
not improve.

Communicate behaviour you feel uncomfortable
about, firstly to your boss. If he continues,
inform him you will tell higher authorities. If you
feel he stands too close, move away to create
distance or tell him personal space is important
to you. Working late - if your job description
includes it - should be with a third person
present until you feel safe.

A relationship built on longstanding friendship is
great for some people but not all. Try gathering
information from her about her views towards
friendships becoming something more - preferably
before disclosing your feelings. This will allow you
to know whether it’s worth risking the friendship or
not. Also consider her emotional state: Is she ready
for another relationship yet?
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